
Customers might think they want ellipticals
....but could Helix help them achieve their goals more quickly?

Scientific studies
prove that Helix is a

superior cardio
workout to ellipticals

Lateral trainers work the body
in multiple dimensions at the

same time, resulting in
increased calorie burn,

increased muscle activation
and faster achievement of

heart rate targets relative to
elliptical workouts.

Need proof?

A clinical study at the
University of Tampa's Human
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the best  bang for her buck."the best  bang for her buck."

Jack Hinshaw is Store
Manager at Fitness4Home in

Scottsdale, Arizona

Jack's Helix story:

A woman recently visited the
Scottsdale Fitness4Home
superstore, interested in a Precor
elliptical and/or stepmill. She was
seriously considering a $3999
elliptical, but was not 100% sold.

Then, she noticed the Helix
HLT3500 on the floor, asking
"Wait, what is that?" Jack told her
that Helix works the lower body in
an additional plane of motion and
therefore activates more muscles

https://fitness4home.com/


Performance Research Lab
showed that Helix:

outperformed a leading
elliptical on 7 out of 8

muscle groups examined,

helped users attain
targeted heart rates 23%

faster.

Click here to see the study.

and burns more calories than the
elliptical--all in the same amount
of time.

After 2 minutes on the machine,
she was sold, impressed with how
fast she 'felt it.' As the price was
just slightly more than the elliptical
she'd been considering, the client
was happy and Jack was 'stoked'
with the sale, saying, 'The spiff is
AWESOME! '

Win/win!

Earn $200 on sales of the HLT3500! Questions onEarn $200 on sales of the HLT3500! Questions on
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